
All Things Morale, LLC is excited to fill the

gap between health care and hair care

through its educational resources. The

company specializes in offering hair

care and a diversified platform whose

education is based on the simple fact

that hair is hair. All Things Morale's

multicultural hair platform provides

forums, blogs, professional interviews,

and real-life stories that educate people

on how to take care of their hair. They

are committed to their community and

look forward to helping people

worldwide learn more about hair care.

About All Things
Morale, LLC

BHFL Business Academy is a 501c(3)

certified minority, woman-owned small

business dedicated to empowering other

minority-owned businesses with high-

impact training, coaching, and business

certification services. Our team

specializes in closing the gaps in equality

among business owners by leveling the

playing field with dynamic and unique

methods designed to help our minority-

owned business owners overcome their

challenges. We help multiply their

revenue by improving business practices,

increasing overall productivity and effort

from their staff, and assisting in their effort

to create jobs to impact community

ecosystems and sustainability.

About BHFL
Business Academy

BHFL Business Academy
Instills Confidence in a
Client With 12-Step
Coaching Program

CASE STUDY



When All Things Morale approached us at BHFL, they had five primary business

challenges in mind: 

Challenges

Value proposition
Without articulating its value proposition to prospective clients or business

partners, All Things Morale was missing significant opportunities to expand its

reach and make its presence known.

Competitive pricing
Like many of our clients, All Things Morale struggled with creating competitive

pricing options to keep their products and services in line with their top

competitors. 

Self-worth
Company leadership and employees had difficulties establishing confidence

in their self-worth, especially in the minority-owned business world. They knew

their offerings were the best in the industry but didn’t have the resources or

support to put their best feet forward.

Marketing strategies
A lack of direction in their marketing strategy left All Things Morale with a lack

of consistent lead generation, resulting in minimal top-of-funnel growth or

development. 

Revenue strategies
Without leads, their teams were challenged with a massive revenue target

they couldn’t meet. 
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Overall, it was evident they needed a more targeted business model and revenue

strategy to achieve their goals for the year, which included: 

Create a growth strategy to bundle services to increase their value

proposition

Identify customers' pain points and design strategies to address them head-

on

Revamp sales and marketing strategies to be more modern and effective

Understand leadership strengths and weaknesses to help develop
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We recognized that All Things Morale

needed a complete overhaul of its business

strategy to overcome its challenges, so we

suggested enrolling in our signature 12-Step

coaching program, Mind Your Business Now!

Our team at BHFL Group designed this

program to support the ecosystem of

underserved communities and directly

combat the lack of job creation within the

ecosystem of minority-owned businesses. 

We put the All Things Morale team through

various exercises and provided their team

with customized resources, including:

Solutions

All Things Morale couldn’t be more thrilled

with how their team is performing after

completing our program. Mind Your Business

Now! has dramatically improved All Things

Morale's understanding of its target

audiences and customers, value

proposition, self-worth, confidence, and

business strategies. 

Instead of aimlessly hoping for growth, their

leadership has a clear path forward to help

scale their business while still serving

underrepresented and underserved

communities with excellent hair care

education and services. 

Now, their company operates confidently,

knowing that all strategy is backed by solid

training and data-based decision-making. 

Benefits and Results 

Check out our client's video

testimonials here to learn more

about how our coaching

programs can impact your

business.

 

   Business health assessment

   CEO baseline assessment

   1:1 coaching sessions

   Group coaching sessions

   A customized growth roadmap       

   to achieve revenue goals

Once we implemented our

solutions, the results achieved were

fantastic. Take a look. 

bhflgroup.com

renzier@bhflgroup.com

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gC-IVAagaF4gNWs10OQdAyrjbO--1B1I/view

